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Education Subscription



          			
  				One in five children do not have the required literacy skills. Even more can't touch-type.

Start now
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  Why teachers love the award winning TTRS course
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Three skills in one solution

Students learn to type but they also benefit from improved spelling ability and a boost in reading fluency thanks to an underlying phonics program that informs core content.
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It can be used in class or at home

TTRS offers a flexible solution that can be used for classroom-based learning, homework assignments or even extra credit. It also offers parents the chance to reinforce literacy skills at home and take a more active role in their child's learning.
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It encourages self-directed learning

This means students require less guidance and teachers can take a step back to observe more children and help individuals who require extra attention.
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Free teacher accounts

Some teachers can't touch-type. That's why we offer FREE unlimited teacher accounts. Teachers have full access to their own course and can be assigned to monitor classes.
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It's easy to get started

There's no complicated training required and it is quick and easy for teachers to get set up on the platform. The intuitive and simple interface also means students find it easy to set up their profile and start typing right away!
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It offers insights that can be used to inform teaching



















Dashboards and reporting apps not only allow teachers to monitor user progress, but also to see which words and spelling patterns they are struggling with and then focus lessons on these areas.
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It caters to different ability levels




Teachers with inclusive classrooms know the struggle of creating different lesson plans and resources so every learner can benefit. TTRS is self-paced and can be customized to meet the needs of every learner from those on the autistic spectrum to learners with visual or hearing impairment and students who struggle with dyslexia, dyspraxia or attention based difficulties.
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Subjects




If your students enjoy learning the TTRS way, they can take Math, English, and Science lessons too! Typing modules practice key vocabulary and concepts, help with hard-to-spell words, and boost reading fluency.







  
  New features
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Subject creator

Draft custom typing lessons so students can learn new material in a multi-sensory way
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Free writing

Kick off their creativity! Have students write inside TTRS and get post-session feedback on spelling & typing performance
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Weekly goals & Performance streaks

Set targets to motivate learners and encourage regular use of the program
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TTRS Reporting

Track performance and manage student accounts on your smartphone with our new app
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Start your subscription now

[bookmark: pricing]




		Choose your country


United Kingdom
United States
Ireland
Europe
Canada
Australia
New Zealand
Other







				ToggleGet a year subscription and save 2 months
			


				Choose package size:

Up to 10 students
Up to 20 students
Up to 50 students
Up to 100 students
Up to 250 students
Up to 500 students
Up to 1000 students





▾


	United KingdomGBP
	United StatesUSD
	EuropeEUR
	CanadaCAD
	AustraliaAUD
	New ZealandNZD













				
Lite
Typing + Literacy




					What’s included
	Up to  users
	Unlimited teacher accounts
	Unlimited classes
	5 levels of the award-winning TTRS Course (155 modules)
	Weekly email reports
	Weekly goals
	Subject-specific courses
	Custom lessons
	Spelling assessments
	Free writing exercises






				
Standard
Typing + Literacy




					What’s included
	Up to  users
	Unlimited teacher accounts
	Unlimited classes
	18 levels of the award-winning TTRS Course (558 modules)
	Weekly email reports
	Weekly goals
	Subject-specific courses
	Custom lessons
	Spelling assessments
	Free writing exercises






				
Premium
Typing + Literacy + Subjects




					What’s included
	Up to  users
	Unlimited teacher accounts
	Unlimited classes
	24 levels of the award-winning TTRS Course (744 modules)
	Weekly email reports
	Weekly goals
	50+ Subject-specific courses
	Custom lessons
	Spelling assessments
	Free writing exercises






			
Custom package
 
Contact us
 

					Works for
	1000 + students
	Districts, libraries and large organizations 








			Show full comparison
Hide full comparison
		





				





				




Start now and save

or Try for Free

       	

Prices are in USD
Prices are in CAD
Prices are in AUD
Prices are in NZD

		

All of our plans include:
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Roll-on roll-off student places
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Free teacher accounts
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Home + school access
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Lessons with visual and auditory components



















  
  

	30 Day money back guarantee
	Supported by ongoing research
	Access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
	Quick and easy setup online
	Used by the British Dyslexia Association*
	Purchase with confidence through our secure payment system
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    Frequently asked questions
  


  
    [bookmark: faq]Who is TTRS for? TTRS is designed for students of all ability levels who can benefit from typing lessons with added literacy support. The course builds keyboarding, reading, spelling, and pronunciation skills and can also be an effective intervention for students with learning difficulties.

From what age is TTRS suitable? The main course can be used as a touch-typing tool for children aged 7+ and is suitable for all levels of literacy. It is appropriate for elementary through high school level students, and is also a suitable program for adult learners.

What is a student place? Each student place allows one user to log in to TTRS Online using their own login details. A student place can be deleted and reused by another user at no extra cost.

Is TTRS quick and easy to use in the classroom? Yes - as TTRS is web-based, setup takes just a few minutes. TTRS is designed to run on any computer (PC, Mac or iPad) with a keyboard, speakers/headphones and an Internet connection.



  


  
    What payment options do you have? We accept school purchase orders or secure online payments by card. Card payments are auto-subscribing and can be canceled at any time.

How flexible are the subscriptions? We offer 1, 3, 6 or 12-month subscriptions for 1-1000 user places. Additional user places can be purchased at any time.

We are a small school, do we receive any discounts? Yes - we offer a whole school special price if the total number of students at your school is less than 200. Please contact us for more details.

What if I'm not happy? We guarantee a 30-day refund policy on all our plans. Simply email support@readandspell.com if you are not 100% happy.



  


  
      


  









  
  Testimonials and reviews












  

  
  
      


  
    




TTRS is a flexible program that meets a variety of learning needs.



        Teacher, High school   





With TTRS the children enjoy it, it's quick to set up and it's easy to run. The literacy focus is also great and overall it is the best touch typing program I've used.



        Teacher, Middle school   











  


  
    




TTRS was recommended to me by a colleague, and I'd also used it at a previous school. My experience with the program has always been very positive. For the students who have used it consistently, it has had a huge impact on their success.



        Teacher, Elementary school   





TTRS is easy to use, I like the short modules, and it seems to be working. The online access is great so pupils can work on it at home and in their own time if they are disciplined.



        Specialist Teacher, High school   











  


  
      


  









  
  
Read more testimonials
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